We deposited epitaxial Ba,,Sr,,TiO,(BST) films having thickness of 400 nm on MgO(001) substrates, where a 10 nm thick Ba,,Sr,TiO, (x = 0.1 -0.7) interlayer was inserted between BST and MgO to manipulate the stress of the BST films. Since the main difference of those epitaxial BST films was the lattice constant of the interlayers, we were very successful in controlling the stress of the BST films. BST films under small tensile stress showed larger dielectric constant than that without stress as well as those under compressive stress. Stress relaxation was investigated using epitaxial BST films with various thicknesses grown on different interlayers. For BST films grown on Ba,,Sr,,,TiO, interlayers, the critical thickness was about 600 nm. On the other hand, the critical thickness of single-layer BST film was less than 100 nm.
INTRODUCTION
Ba,,Sr,Ti03 (BST-x) can be used for many electronic devices due to its large dielectric permittivity and electric field dependent dielectric permittivity.""] For example, the large dielectric permittivity makes it attractive for dynamic random access memory devices."' On the other hand, the electric field dependent dielectric permittivity makes it a good candidate for electrically tunable microwave devices, which need large capacitance change ratio under a DC However, it is well known that BST-x thin films show much different physical properties from those of corresponding bulk
In 1998, Pertsev et al. theoretically showed that misfit strain between a film and a substrate induced a drastic difference between the dielectric properties of thin films and bulk crystals.[81 According to their calculations, BaTiO, films must show dielectric anomaly at the phase boundary where a polarization component along the measurement direction changes from zero to a finite value.[81 Recently, several research groups have tried to experimentally investigate strain effects on the dielectric properties of BST-x thin film^.'^^'^^ To change strain states of films, the most logical approaches are either variation of substrate materials or variation of deposition conditions, such as oxygen pressure. However, it is very difficult to systematically control the strain states by varying substrate materials due to the limitation of crystal substrates which have the desired lattice constants and thermal expansion coefficients. In addition, variation of deposition conditions such as oxygen pressure can induce oxygen vacancies, which strongly affect dielectric properties through changes in chemical compositions as well as strain states.
["] In this paper, we report our experimental approach to investigate the To systematically investigate the effects of the BST-x interlayers on the structural properties of BST-0.4 films, we have varied the x in the range from 0.1 to 0.7. Figure 2 shows the dependence of lattice constants of BST-0. 4 films on x value of the BST-x interlayer. As x increases, the out-of-plane lattice constant of the BST-0.4 film increases and in-plane lattice constant decreases. In other words, the lattice distortion ratio (D = in-plane lattice constant/out-ofplane lattice constant) decreases as x increases.
Dielectric Properties
The dielectric properties of the BST-0.4 are also strongly correlated to the x value of BST-x interlayer. Figure 3 shows the capacitance vs. surface electric 
Strain Relaxation
In order to investigate strain relaxation, we deposited BST-0.4 main layers with different thicknesses on two different interlayers. One is a BST-0.4 interlayer which is expected to provide no additional stress on the main layer. The other is BST-0.3 interlayer which is expected to provide tensile stress on the main layer. Figure 5 shows the thickness dependence of out-of-plane lattice constants for these films. when the main layer thickness is larger than 200 nm. These strain-free behaviors might come from the very fast strain relaxation due to a large lattice mismatch between the BST-0.4 film and a MgO substrate (5.9%). However, further work is necessary to confirm the above assumption. On the other hand, the BST-0.4BST-0.3 film showed smaller out-ofplane lattice constant than that of a bulk when the main layer thickness is smaller than 600 nm. When the main layer is thicker than 600 nm, the strain induced by the interlayer is relaxed. This slow relaxation might be due to a very small lattice mismatch between the BST-0.4 main layer and the BST-0.3 interlayer.
We also measured the dielectric properties of these films. As shown in Fig. 6 , the dielectric permittivity increases with the thickness of the main layer for both the strain-free BST-0.4BST-0. layer thickness. This behavior can be qualitatively understood by considering that a small tensile strain induced by the interlayer may increase the dielectric permittivity just like in Fig. 4 .
CONCLUSIONS
We could systematically control the strain states of a Bao,,Sro4Ti0, film by depositing a very thin Ba,,Sr,TiO, interlayer between the main layer of the Ba, ,Sr,,TiO, and a MgO(001) substrate. Bao,,Sro,4Ti0, films showed very strong dependence of dielectric properties on the strain states. The strain induced by the MgO substrate was relaxed faster than that induced by an interlayer.
